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Sapphire samples have been implanted successively by helium ions with a series of energies to obtain a uniform layer of 

impurities in the range of 80-200 nm beneath the surface at room temperature. After helium ion implantation, the surface 

morphology has been greatly changed. In addition, two broad absorption bands at 360 nm and 780 nm are observed and their 

intensities significantly increase. An infrared band shifts from 782 cm-1 to 760 cm-1 and the band obviously broadens. 

Moreover, a luminescence band at 330 nm (3.8 eV) is associated with the 2P→1S* transition of the F+ centers. After laser 

irradiation, the laser damage morphologies of samples before and after ion implantation are presented. An obvious degradation 

of laser induced damage threshold (LIDT) is observed and the mechanism for the degradation of LIDT is discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Sapphire have been widely used in several 

technological applications due to its interesting 

properties such as high melting point and high 

temperature insulator and radiation-resistance 

material
1
. In addition, sapphire is proved candidate for 

using in fusion reactors as an insulator and for optical 

windows because of its good radiation-resistance 

performance
2
. In the fusion devices, nuclear and laser 

application, sapphire as well as other optical materials 

such as fused silica
3,4

 and KDP
5
 will be subjected not 

only to neutron and gamma irradiation, but also to 

energetic particles bombardment such as helium ions, 

due to ionization of the residual gas and acceleration 

of the resulting ions by local electric fields
6
. 

Therefore, the optical materials will be inevitably 

damaged and their microstructures and optical 

properties as well as laser damage resistance will 

change. With the wide and further application of 

fusion and laser, it is of importance to investigate the 

defects and damages in sapphire generated by 

radiation. Thus, numerous studies on the radiation 

damage mechanisms of sapphire produced by 

irradiation have been studied
7
. In modern technology 

and practice engineering, the irradiation problem of 

optical materials will still face a huge challenge. 

On the other hand, ion implantation as a mature 
technique is not only used for surface modification, 
but also can improve the understanding of defect 
evolution. It shows potential promise as a means of 
modifying the near-surface mechanical, electrical, 
optical, and magnetic properties in sapphire matrices

8-

11
. In general, the depth of implantation is totally 

dependent on the implanted energy, while the amount 
of implantation is defined by the implantation fluence. 
However, it will be saturated when the impurity 
concentration reaches a certain value and above. 
Based on the results of SRIM (the Stopping and 
Range of Ion in Matter) code

12
, the depth profile of 

implantation is a Gaussian distribution with projected 
range near to the surface of material. The SRIM is 
used to calculate many features of the transport of 
ions in matter. Its typical applications mainly include: 
ion stopping and range in targets, ion implantation, 
sputtering and ion transmission. For some optical 
devices, the ion beams may require different energies 
in order to obtain a layer of special impurity beneath 
the surface in some cases. It is presented that helium 
ion-beam, using a series of energies to produce a 
continuous damage, has been used to generate severe 
lattice damage for fabricating three-dimensional 
structures such as channels and bridges in sapphire

13
. 

It is interesting that a uniform and stable layer of 
implantation ions can be obtained by using a series of 
different energies to implant.  

—————— 
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For He
+
 ion beam implantation, the effects of He 

implanted sapphire have been investigated such as 

optical property
2,7

, electrical property
14

, and 

microstructure evolution
15-17

. The damage evolution, 

dislocation loops and bubbles in sapphire implanted 

with 10 keV over the temperature range of room 

temperature to 1000°C has been observed by an 

electron microscope
17

. In addition, 30 keV energy  

He ions irradiation with four different fluences of  

0.1, 0.3, 1.0 and 2.0×10
16

 ions/cm
2
 has been investigated

16
. 

In-situ analysis of ion-induced luminescence of 

sapphire by He ions implantation with 30 keV energy 

and the fluence up to 2.0×10
16

 ions/cm
2 

have been 

performed
2
. Moreover, the effect of surface optical 

and electrical degradation have also been studied by 

54 keV He ions implantation up to a dose of 10
17

 

ions/cm
2
 at 50, 250 and 450°C, respectively

14
. However, 

to our knowledge, there has been no report about the 

effect of ion beam implantation on the laser damage 

resistance of sapphire. Therefore, the optical properties 

and microstructure evolution as well as the LIDT of helium 

ion implanted sapphire is investigated in this work. 
 

2. Experimental Procedure 
To obtain a uniform layer of He ions in sapphire 

substrate, a simulation calculation is carried out. For 

calculation, the density of sapphire is 3.98 g/cm
3
 and 

the displacement energy of 20 eV and 50 eV is  

used for Al and O atoms, respectively
18

. The SRIM 

calculation result of He implanted sapphire with a 

series of energies is shown in Fig.1. It is clearly 

revealed that there has a uniform layer of He impurity 

in the range of 80-200 nm beneath the surface.  

The maximum of helium concentration is about 

2.0×10
22

 He
+
/cm

3
. 

In the present work, the (001)-orientated sapphire 

samples with two-side optical polishing were  

used and the sizes of samples were 10 mm × 10 mm × 

0.5 mm. Before the experiment, all of samples are 

repeatedly cleaned by using sulfuric acid and 

ultrasonic to remove the residual abrasive compound. 

Some samples were successively implanted by helium 

ions with a series of energies of 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 

and 50 keV at nominal fluences of 5×10
16

, 6×10
16

, 

7×10
16

, 1.1×10
17

, 9.5×10
16

 and 6×10
16

 ions/cm
2
 at 

room temperature, respectively. The pristine sapphire 

was used as a reference. The ion beam current density 

was controlled at 17 µA/cm
2
. The angle between 

incident beam and the main crystallographic 

directions of sapphire is about 7
o
 to avoid the 

channeling effects during the implantation process. A 

Nikon PSIA XE-100 atomic force microscope (AFM) 

and A FEI Helios Nanolab 650 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) operating at 30 kV with current  

of 0.4 nA were utilized to observe the surface 

morphology of samples before and after helium ions 

implantation. The optical absorption measurements 

were carried out by using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda  

950 UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer in the wavelength 

range 200-2500 nm. The infrared (IR) spectra  

were collected by a Nicolet 950 FTIR spectrometer. 

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra were obtained 

by a Perkin-Elmer LS55 fluorescence spectrometer. 

All of the characterizations were operated at room 

temperature. 

In order to understand the laser damage resistance 

capability of optical materials used for laser facilities, 

the LIDT was tested with R-on-1 procedure
19

 

(multiple shots of increasing laser fluence at a single 

site of the material) before and after ion implantation, 

i.e., the laser fluence used for irradiating the material 

is increased at a fixed step until damage is observed. 

The LIDT tests were conducted by using a mono-

longitudinal mode Nd:YAG pulse laser operated at 

355 nm with a pulse length of 6.4 ns. The laser-shot 

interval in R-on-1 damage testing is several seconds. 

The laser beam was a spatial near-Gaussian 

distribution with beam area of 1 mm
2
 at 1/e

2
. The 

beam areas were observed by a science CCD camera 

to monitor the initial damage in several microns in the 

surface of sapphire samples. The laser fluence 

fluctuates less than 5%. An EMP 1000 energy meter 

was used to collect the energy data of each shot.  

A Nikon ECLIPSE LV100 optical microscope was 

used to observe the laser damage morphologies of the 

 
 

Fig. 1 – SRIM calculation of He implanted sapphire with a series 

of energies  
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samples. The depth profile of the damage morphology 

was measured by a Dektak 150 profilometer. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Microstructure evolution 

In order to investigate the process of microstructure 

evolution in sapphire, the surface morphologies have 

been measured with AFM and SEM. The AFM 

images of pristine and He implanted sapphire are 

shown in Fig. 2. After comparing Fig. 2(a) and 2(b),  

it can be seen that it has a great change occurs on the 

surface of the samples where the root mean square 

(RMS)  roughness is 0.515 nm and 1.561 nm, 

respectively. It indicates that there has obvious  

effect on the surface after helium implantation with a 

series of energies. It is shown that the changes of the 

samples surface are probably due to the aggregation 

of defects induced by ion implantation. 

The SEM images of pristine and He implanted 
sapphire are shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly shown in 

Fig. 3(a) that the surface of the pristine sample is 
smooth and uniform. However, a very rough surface 
with a large number of bulges on the He-implanted 
sample is observed from Fig. 3 (b). The helium 
bubbles formed and then released from the  
surface should be responsible for the rough surface 
after ion implantation. The bubble concentration 
inside the ion implantation layer has been 
approximately estimated and the pressure in the 
bubbles is inversely proportional to the size of the 
bubbles

16
. Therefore, under the lateral stress and  

gas pressure, the bubbles will swell and remove  
near to the surface in the sapphire during the ion 
implantation process. Moreover, the high 
concentration of defects, produced by helium ions 
implantation, will favor the aggregation of associated 
defects

11
. According to the previous findings, it is 

reasonably concluded that the rough surface is 
probably due to the aggregation of defects induced by 
ion implantation and helium bubbles swelling and 
then release from the surface. 

 
 

Fig. 2 – AFM images of (a) pristine and (b)He implanted sapphire 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 – SEM images of (a) pristine and (b)He implanted sapphire 
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3.2 Optical properties 

To investigate the optical property of sapphire 

before and after He ions implantation, the optical 

absorption spectra in the UV-vis-NIR and IR spectra 

as well as PL spectra in the UV-vis wavebands are 

investigated. The UV-vis-NIR optical absorption of 

He
 
implanted sapphire with a series of energies is 

illustrated in Fig. 4. It is clearly shown that two broad 

absorption bands at 360 nm and 780 nm are observed 

and their intensities increase greatly after helium 

implantation. In fact, the absorbance data in this  

work includes scattering. It is difficult to distinguish 

precisely between absorbance and scattering. The 

absorption band at 360 nm is assigned to the 

aggregate oxygen vacancies in the form of dimer  

F2
+ 

centers (two oxygen vacancies trapping three 

electrons)
20

. It is suggested that the 780 nm color 

center may be identified as (Al-O
-
) intrinsic defect, 

which cannot be ruled out that Al-O-Al bond 

breaking
21

.  

The IR spectra of helium implanted sapphire are 

shown in Fig. 5. The inset shows the IR spectra in the 

range of 650-1000 cm
-1

. It is obviously revealed from 

the inset that there are two interesting phenomena: 

peak shift and broadening. There is an original strong 

IR band at 782 cm
-1

 in the pristine sample, which is 

assigned to valence vibration of bonds Al-O
22

.  

There is an IR shift occurs after ion implantation 

 from 782 cm
-1

 to 760 cm
-1

, which is probably due  

to lattice distortions. In addition, the band peak  

has been broadened after ion implantation, which is 

probably contributed to the defects induced by helium 

ions implantation. 

To understand the luminescence properties of 

sapphire after implanting a uniform layer of He 

impurities, the PL spectra are investigated. The PL 

spectra of He implanted sapphire excited by 225 nm 

are shown in Fig. 6. It is clearly revealed that there  

are two obvious bands at 330 nm and 660 nm after  

He ions implantation. The band at 330 nm (3.8 eV)  

is ascribed to the F
+
 center (an oxygen vacancy with 

one trapped electron) whereas the 660 nm is attributed 

to the second-order structure of the main peak at  

330 nm.
7
 Furthermore, the 3.8 eV luminescence band 

is associated with the 2P→1S* transition of the  

F
+
 center

23,24
. In addition, the inset is the emission 

spectra of He implanted sapphire excited by 330 nm. 

It clearly turns out that the two emission bands 

centered at 225 nm (5.4 eV) and 255 nm (4.8 eV) are 

both ascribed to F
+
 centers, which are assigned to the 

1A→1B and 1A→2A transitions of the F
+
 centers 

23
.  

 
3.3 Laser radiation 

In this work, A is defined as the maximum laser 

fluence before the material is damaged and B is 

 
 
Fig. 4 – UV-vis-NIR optical absorption of He implanted sapphire  

 
 

Fig. 5 – IR spectra of He implanted sapphire 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 – PL spectra of He implanted sapphire excited by 225 nm 
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defined as the laser fluence when damage just occurs. 

So the LIDT is expressed as LIDT= (A+B)/2 and 

Error = (B-A)/2. The distribution of LIDTs before and 

after He implanted sapphire is illustrated in Fig. 7.  

It is clearly shown that the LIDTs decrease greatly 

after helium implantation. The average LIDT of the 

pristine and the He-implanted sample are 5.33 J/cm
2
 

and 3.19 J/cm
2
, respectively, which decreases by 

40.2%. It could be considered that the decrease of 

LIDT is related to the color centers and the defects  

or helium bubbles induced by helium implantation.  

To investigate the surface morphology evolution of 

sapphire after laser radiation, the samples are 

measured with optical microscope. The optical 

micrographs of laser damage before and after He 

implanted sapphire are shown in Fig. 8. It is clearly 

revealed that there are two different types of surface 

morphologies. Seen from Fig. 8(a), it is shown that 

the damage is a typical crater with many cracks 

around, which is similar to the damage morphology of 

fused slilica
25

. The inset in Fig. 8(a) is the profile of 

the damage crater, which shows that the maximum 

depth is about 12 µm. However, for the He-implanted 

sample, the damage area seems like lava eruption 

melted sapphire with many bubbles inside, which can 

be clearly observed from Fig. 8(b). It is probably due 

to the destruction of the crystal structure or helium 

bubble embedded in the near surface.  

The mechanisms of laser-induced damage have 

been investigated by previous studies
26-28

, including 

cold avalanche ionization, electron impact ionization, 

photo-ionization, thermal explosion and thermal 

diffusion. However, the thermal effect should be 

responsible for the laser-induced damage in the 

present work. After He ions implantation, not only the 

structure of single crystal has been destroyed, but also 

a large amount of defects and helium bubbles are 

produced near the surface. Therefore, the sapphire  

has lower melting point. It can be seen that the  

laser damage has changed from burst damage  

resulted from stress to melting damage induced by 

thermal effect. 

Based on the results, the decrease of LIDT is 

mainly due to the strong absorption of color centers 

induced by the aggregation of defects. Because of the 

laser wavelength, 355 nm, is just in the absorption 

band centered at 360 nm. The absorption coefficient 

will increase when exposed to the laser pulse train  

and the lifetime of the induced absorption can be 

controlled by the duration of the exposure and the 

intensity
29

. In addition, the surface morphologies have 

been changed greatly due to the defects and helium 

bubbles after He ions implantation. It will inevitable 

degrade the laser damage resistance of the He-

implanted samples. The decrease of damage  

threshold is also related to the surface morphologies. 

 
 
Fig. 7 – Distribution of LIDTs before and after He implanted 

sapphire 

 
 

Fig. 8 – Optical micrographs of (a) laser damage before and (b) He implanted sapphire 
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Furthermore, the surface roughness and bubbles will 

decrease the damage threshold because the effective 

electric-field is changed
30

. It has been proved that  

the light modulation may cause the decrease of 

damage threshold
31,32

. Therefore, it is concluded  

that the color centers, surface morphologies and the 

light modulation are responsible for the remarkable 

degradation of laser damage resistance. 
 

4. Conclusions 

A uniform layer of He impurity in the range of  

80-200 nm beneath the surface of sapphire is obtained 

by ion implantation with a series of energies. After  

He ions implantation, the defects and helium  

bubbles as well as lattice distortions are produced in 

the implantation area. As a consequence, the surface 

morphology of sapphire has been changed greatly. 

Two broad absorption bands are observed and  

their intensities significantly increase. An IR band 

shifts and obviously broadens. The laser damage  

tests show that the LIDT has decreased greatly after  

He ions implantation. The color centers, the  

surface morphologies and the light modulation are 

responsible for the remarkable degradation of laser 

damage resistance.  
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